
You may have other ideas for the kind of thing that would usually get you added to Santa’s “Naughty List” in the 
office – but this year, with your donations supporting sick babies and children in Bristol Children’s Hospital, we’re 
sure Santa will be very pleased with you all.

So let the fun begin!  In partnership with

We know that Christmas will be very different for offices this year, but that doesn’t mean you 
have to miss out on the Yuletide fun which is why we are adding a new element to Wallace & 
Gromit’s BIG Christmas Dress Up with our Video Call Challenge.  

An office adjudicator will let everyone know the time and date for your Christmas video call or they could choose 
a meeting already scheduled. Perhaps try a weekly team meeting or go bold and do an external meeting. Then, at 
the agreed time, and with everyone dressed in their festive finery, the virtual merriment can begin.   

HOWEVER, if at any point during the call someone breaks one of the challenge rules, as set by the adjudicator, 
they will have to make a donation to The Grand Appeal. Kind adjudicators might let you know their rules in 
advance, helping everyone know what to avoid, the more mischievous will keep it to themselves, hoping to catch 
out those Christmas miscreants.  

Video Call Challenge

Here’s how you can get involved
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Fine-worthy behaviour might include:  
Wi-Fi dips out   
On mute without realising   
Child/dog/cat or other pet disturbs the call   
Phone rings whilst on call   
Lack of Wallace & Gromit’s BIG Christmas 
Dress Up attire is worn   
Talks over colleague   
Webcam turns off  

“I can see you, can you see me?”    
Waves at the start and end of call   
Doorbell goes whilst on call   
Ask someone to stay on the end of the call   
Arrive to meeting late   
Planning on only the top half of wardrobe  
being visible   
Background of books on display   
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